The Baggara Tribes
Baggara hunting also is an activity which requires to
be carefully handled. Not only does giraffe-hunting, for
instance, give the young men an opportunity for expending
surplus energy which used to go in less innocent pursuits
and might do so again, but it affords the man who has
lost all his cattle in a plague the opportunity of earning
five or six pounds and starting a small herd again. In
the days when profitable ivory could be killed, he could,
of course, quickly recuperate. It is now rather sad with
the decay of hunting to see numbers go oS to the East
to earn money which so many never retain long enough
to enable them to return to their tribe.
Closer administration by Government since the re-
occupation has naturally had modifying effects on tribal
structure and authority. In their organisation we have
made one vital change by introducing Omdas. The
previous scheme was a Nazir, supported by his relatives
as Manadib, forming an executive entirely under his
control, and directly under the Nazir Sheikhs of the
smaller Khashum baits or sections. If the Nazir was
strong the tribe tended to be a large one such as the
Bizigat. When the Nazir was weakened, the large tribe
often broke up into two or three smaller tribes, and one
might find the Nazir of the Rizigat reduced to being
Nazir of the Mahria only, with rival Nazirs of the other
two sections of the Rizigat tribe. Our introduction of
Omdas was on the whole beneficial. It provided a class
better able to control a headstrong Nazir than were the
numerous Sheikhs, and on the other hand the Omdas
provided a force against disruption ; they do not as a
rule represent big enough sections nor have they a firm
enough hold on their office to seek for independence,
and they provide a barrier against the break up of a
tribe under a weak Nazir. The Nazir's Manadib are a
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